Machine Information Form
Machine Type:

Tube Laser

Machine Photo

Industry:

Metal Forming & Fabrication

Manufacturer:

BLM Group

Model:

LT722D

Counting:

Yes

Cycles Input Source:

Forward Motion signal

Run/IdleInput Source:

Laser Beam On/Off signal

Scrap Input Source:

N/A

Setup Input Source:

N/A

Inhibit Connected to:

Manual Reset Key Switch

Additional Notes:
The BLM tube laser is an impressive machine. The material lengths can be as long as 24 feet and can be either square or round
stock. They are loaded by a crane into a staging area behind the machine then automatically fed one by one into a table where they
are first measured before dropping onto a work table. Once on the work table they are grabbed by large mandrels that feed and or
rotate them while the laser makes shapes and cuts.
Input wiring: For the Run/Idle input (TB2, pin 2) we used the Beam (Laser) On/Off signal and for the Cycle input (TB2, pin 1) we used
a forward motion signal that happens each time a length is measured. Both signals were fed into the inputs via relays we mounted in
the control panel.
Machine Inhibit: To inhibit the machine we used the SMI inhibit relay dry contacts (TB 5 pins 4&5) to disable a Manual key switch
located on the operator panel. This switch is a reset switch that must be turned to off then back on to pull in the machine’s lockout
relay. Thus, if the inhibit relay is open the machine will not run.
Programming/Configuration: We programmed Run/Idle with an Off Delay for 30 seconds to compensate for the laser beam going on
and off during the process. As long the SMI gets a Beam On pulse within 30 seconds it’s running.
Notice: The information contained in this data sheet describes how we were able to obtain the required signals for this particular
machine. Each machine is different in design and it may be necessary to contact your machine manufacturer for help obtaining the
right signals. You can also contact our tech support group at 800-586-8324 option 3 for assistance.
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